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Êîíå÷íîýëåìåíòíûé ìåòîä îöåíêè äåôîðìèðîâàíèÿ è ïðîñêàëüçûâàíèÿ êðåïëåíèé ñòàëüíîé êîëîííû ê îñíîâàíèþ
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Ïðåäëîæåíà êîíå÷íîýëåìåíòíàÿ ìåòîäèêà ðàñ÷åòà äåôîðìèðîâàíèÿ è îòíîñèòåëüíîãî ïðîñêàëüçûâàíèÿ êðåïëåíèé ñòàëüíîé êîëîííû ê æåëåçîáåòîííîìó îñíîâàíèþ. Ðàññìîòðåíû äâà
ñëó÷àÿ êðåïëåíèÿ: ïëàñòèíà ïðèâàðèâàåòñÿ ê òîðöó êîëîííû è êðåïèòñÿ äâóìÿ èëè ÷åòûðüìÿ
àíêåðíûìè áîëòàìè ê æåëåçîáåòîííîìó îñíîâàíèþ. Â êîíå÷íîýëåìåíòíîé ìîäåëè ñ èñïîëüçîâàíèåì ìîäèôèöèðîâàííîãî ìåòîäà Ëàãðàíæà ó÷èòûâàåòñÿ ðàñòðåñêèâàíèå áåòîííîãî
îñíîâàíèÿ è ýôôåêòû òðåíèÿ. Äåôîðìèðîâàíèå áåòîííîãî îñíîâàíèÿ îïèñûâàåòñÿ ñ ïîìîùüþ óïðóãîïëàñòè÷åñêîé ìîäåëè ñæàòèÿ ìàòåðèàëà. Ïî ðåçóëüòàòàì ðàñ÷åòîâ ïîñòðîåíû
äèàãðàììû ïåðåìåùåíèé ýëåìåíòîâ êðåïëåíèÿ.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: ñîåäèíåíèÿ, îñíîâàíèå, ìåòîä êîíå÷íûõ ýëåìåíòîâ, ïðîñêàëüçûâàíèå, áåòîííîå îñíîâàíèå, óïðóãîïëàñòè÷åñêàÿ ìîäåëü.
Introduction. In column-beam connections, the base plate is necessary to
transmit the effort acting in the column to the reinforced concrete foundation. The
dimensions of the base plate (b ´ d ) are given by considering the pressure
transmitted to the subjacent concrete, which must resist without rupture. The
thickness of the base plate t p is given by considering the pressure transmitted by
the concrete. The number of anchor bolts, the space between bolts just as the
welding connecting the column to the base plate are other factors which can
influence the choice of dimensions of the base plate. The dimensioning of the base
plate is a relatively simple work if one has tables and scheme solvers like those
proposed by Stockwell [1], Sandhu [2], Bird [3], C.M. 66 [4], Eurocode [5]. The
recent studies, both experimental and numerical, have shown that other parameters
like rising and slip could affect the base plate behavior. The rising and slip are
generated by the contact between the base and the reinforced concrete foundation.
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In the last decades, a significant work dealing with the problem of rising and slip
between base plate and reinforced concrete foundation has been carried out by
many researches. Several approaches were used: experimental, analytical and
numerical ones. The laboratory tests have confirmed that separation of the connection
always occurred at the level surface of contact between the base plate and reinforced
concrete foundation which is treated as fully rigid connection [6–8]. Other
experimental studies under concentrated loads and offset loads describing and
evaluating the response of the column base connections were carried out [9–12].
The analytical approach, on the other hand, based on a variable distribution of the
reaction of the reinforced concrete foundation on the base plate under a low
concentrated load applied in the top of the column gave a significant surface of
contact [13, 14]. Another approach, by the finite element method, to evaluate the
rising and the slip of the base plate compared to the reinforced concrete foundation
has been implemented recently [15, 16]. Several models were used. The
unidimensional model based on the theory of Bernoulli with spring simulation of
the anchor bolt yielded somewhat mitigated results [17]. On the other hand, models
with two (2D) and three dimensions (3D) have been used, which had the following
advantages:
(i) visualization of normal and tangential displacement;
(ii) precise numerical results;
(iii) minimal costs of data processing.
The results obtained by the above models have provided adequate assessment
of rising and slip between the base plate and the reinforced concrete foundation
[18–25].
1. Development of the Finite Element Model. Taking into account studies
enumerated above and various recommendations, a three-dimensional finite element
model based on the nonlinear analysis of the structure to simulate the behavior of
column–base plate connection is proposed in this study. The model takes into
account nonlinearity of materials and nonlinearity of contact between the foundation
and the base plate, where it simulates the rising and the slip of the base plate and
where friction at the interface concrete foundation–base plate is ensured by
four-nodal quadratic elements [26]. The model has been elaborated in CASTEM3M
computer code. The aim of this study is the analysis of the behavior of the most
frequently used column–base plate connections. For this purpose, the curves of
rising versus rotations and normal displacement versus tangential displacement are
plotted.
2. Unilateral Contact (the Signorini Problem). In numerous simulations, the
law of unilateral contact used is illustrated by the Signorini problem. Consider a
deformable body in contact with a rigid body (Fig. 1), the conditions of unilateral
contact of the Signorini problem have to be satisfied in all points of the deformable
bodies located in the contact GC [27]:
h £ 0,

(1)

R nr £ 0,

(2)

h × R nr = 0,

(3)
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where h is the displacement of a point of contact in the normal direction to the
r
contact, n, while R nr are the normal effort components. Equation (1) represents the
condition of impenetrability; Eq. (2) – the fact that the normal force of contact is
compression, and Eq. (3) represents the condition of complementarity (if the point
is in contact, then h = 0 and R nr £ 0 ; if the point leaves the contact then h p 0 and
R nr = 0) [27].

Fig. 1. Contact between a deformable body and a rigid body (the Signorini problem).

3. Coulomb Law. The force at the point rof contact can be
r split into the
r
normal force R nr and the tangential force R rt ( R = R nr × n + R rt × t ). The model of
Coulomb friction is written as follows [27]:
| R rt |£ m | R nr | ,
| R rt | p m | R nr | Þ v rt = 0
R rt =-m | R nr |

v rt
| v rt |

(4)

(adherence),
(slip)

(5)
(6)

where v rt is tangential relative speed between the two bodies and m is the
Coulomb friction coefficient (see Fig. 2,) which includes all the local parameters,
such as roughness of surface between the two bodies.

Fig. 2. Coulomb law.
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4. Equilibrium without Friction. The deformable body is designated by W1
and the rigid body- by W 2 , while combination of the two bodies is W = W1 È W 2 .
r
The deformable body is subjected
u d in
r to action of the imposed displacements
r
zone G u , the imposed efforts f S in zone G s , and bulk forces f V acting in the
field (Fig. 1):
r r
in W,
div s + f v = 0
(7)
r r
u = ud
r r
[s ]× n = f S
r r
[s ]× n = R

on G u ,

(8)

on G s ,
on GC .

(9)
(10)

5. Equilibrium with Friction. Equilibrium of deformable body with frictional
contact is written:
W solid =

r r
r r
1
[s ]:{e}dV - ò f V × udV - ò f S × udS - W cont .
ò
2V
V
G

(11)

C

The work of contact forces in the deformable body is written as follows:
r r
r r
W cont = òò ( R n n × u n + R t × u t )dS
GC

(12)

r
r
r
r r
where u t = ( u 2 - u1 ) - u n × n.
The action of rigid body W 2 on body W1 is written as
r
r r
f cont = òò ( R n × n + R t )dS .
GC

(13)

6. Finite Element Modeling.
Behavior law: s = C: e.
Interpolation of deformations: e = [B ]× u.
Interpolation of displacements: u = [ N ]× u k .
In matrix form, Eq. (11) is written as
æ1
ö
W solid =ç u T [K ]× u - u T {F }÷
è2
ø
with rigidity matrix

(14)

[K ]= ò B T [C ]BdV
V
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and external efforts’ vector
r
r
r
{F }= ò [ N T ] f V dV + ò [ N T ] f S dS + ò [ N T ] f cont dS {F }.
V

GC

GC

The system equilibrium with frictional contact aims to minimize the energy
equation under the following constraint:
ìdiv s º dW solid = 0,
í
r
r
r
T
îh = (( u 2 - u1 )× n = [G ] u n = 0.

(15)

7. Method of Resolution (Modified Lagrangian):
1
a
W solid ( u , l ) = u T [K ]u + lT [G ]T u + u T [G ][G ]T u = 0,
2
2

(16)

ì¶W
ï
ï[K + aGG T ]u K + [G ]lK = F ,
ï ¶u = 0, ì
Þ í K +1
dW solid ( u , l ) = 0 Þ í
ï¶W = 0, ï
= lK + a[G ]T u K .
îl
ï
î ¶l

(17)

8. Behavior Laws. For the adopted finite elements model of the column, the
base plate and anchor bolts obey the laws depicted in Figs. 3 and 4.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 3. Adopted stress–strain relations for the steel column and base plate connection.
Fig. 4. Adopted stress–strain relations for the anchor bolts.

For the foundation concrete, the material is considered which operates in the
elasto-plastic field with the Young modulus EC = 29 GPa, Poisson’s ratio g C = 0.18,
the tensile strength f t = 3.0 MPa, and the compressive strength f c = 38 MPa.
9. Numerical Analysis. Three types of connections are studied, the first one
consisting of a base plate (t p =11 mm) welded to the end of column and attached
to the reinforced concrete foundation with two anchor bolts. These bolts are placed
on the major axis of the I-shaped column cross section, one anchor bolt on each
108
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Fig. 5. Detail of two anchor bolts connection.

Fig. 6. Detail of four anchor bolts connection.

Fig. 7. Detail of four anchor bolts connection with a hollow cross section.

side of the web (Fig. 5). In the second configuration, the connection comprises a
base plate (t p = 30 mm) and four anchor bolts placed outside the flanges of the
I-shaped section (Fig. 6). In the third configuration, the connection comprises a
base plate (t p =19 mm), a column with a hollow cross section and four anchor
bolts (Fig. 7). Two loading types are used. Initially, the connections were subjected
to shear force and bending moment only, and then the connections were loaded by
shear force, bending moment and axial compressive force (Fig. 8). In this case,
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Fig. 8. Finite element mesh of the 3D model.

bending moment is induced by the offset compressive load. Different eccentricities
and variable axial loadings (P =100 to 600 kN) are chosen, in order to show the
influence of these parameters on the degree of fixity of the column base connections.
In this study, the following assumptions were made, in order to obtain essential
response features:
1) An interaction between the holes in the base plate and the anchor bolts is
ensured by considering a unilateral contact between these two bodies.
2) In order to simplify the mesh, the anchor bolts that are of circular sections
are simulated in this study by bolts of square sections of equivalent surface.
3) The displacement of the anchor bolts is postulated so that the nodes
coincide with the nodes of the holes of the base plate.
4) To take into account the contact friction between the base plate and the
foundation, the nodes, as well as the degrees of freedom of the two bodies, are
selected in a such way that they coincide.
5). The same precaution is also taken with regard to the nodes and the degrees
of freedom of the anchor bolts and the concrete foundation.
6). Traction in the concrete develops only in the upper part of bolt (on the one
third of LP ).
7). The loadings are introduced in the forms of increments (ensured well by
CASTEM3M code).
10. Results. For the column–base plate connection with only two anchor bolts
without compressive load rising of the base plate side of traction occurs. The anchor
bolts undergo elongation and bending. The columns manifest no deformation; all
rotation occurs at the level of connection.
For the same connection with two anchor bolts in the presence of compressive
load (P = 100–400 kN), the rising of the base plate side of traction is still quite
pronounced, but less critical (reduction from 6 to 16%). We observe that a contact
zone is established under the right edge of the base plate. The remaining part of the
110
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plate starts to separate from concrete foundation, overstressing the left bolt. The
deformation of the base plate, as well as the plastic strains, decreases as axial load
increases.
For the column–base plate connection with four anchor bolts without a
compressive load: rupture of two anchor bolts in traction occurs. The base plate is
raised considerably before the rupture of the anchor bolts. Rising maxima are 36,
32, and 29 mm, respectively, for the base plate thickness t p =11 mm (Figs. 9 and
10), 19 mm (Fig. 11), and 30 mm (Fig. 12). Comparing the results obtained with
the model for base plate thickness t p = 30 mm to those with base plate thickness
t p =11 mm, the highest uplift is slightly smaller, as well as the separation length.
These results are natural, since the stiffness of the base plate increases for thickness
t p = 30 mm, permitting smaller deformability and reducing its final plastic strain.

Fig. 9. Maximum rising-rotation diagrams for base plate thickness t p =11 mm under various axial
loadings. Base plate connections with HEB 100 column.

On the compression side, there is friction of the base plate over 80 mm
distance from the base plate edge. The columns remained practically rectilinear.
The results obtained for the same connections (HEB 160 with four anchor
bolts) in the presence of compressive load (P = 100–600 kN) are as follows.
The rising of base plate is less visible than when there is no compressive load.
The contact area increases along with the axial loading from 0 to 600 kN.
We observe that the bending of the base plate is reduced in comparison with
the connection without compressive load. This proves that the increase of the
stiffness of the base plate significantly affects its response under applied axial
loading and bending moment combination.
The rising of base plate side of traction becomes less critical when the
compressive load increases. The reduction of the maximum rising is of the order of
ISSN 0556-171X. Ïðîáëåìû ïðî÷íîñòè, 2011, ¹ 6
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Fig. 10. Maximum rising-rotation diagrams for base plate thickness t p =11 mm under various axial
loadings. Base plate connections with HEB 160 column.

Fig. 11. Curves of the rising of the 19 mm thickness base plate under various axial loadings. Base
plate connections with HEB 160 column.

magnitude (6 to 70%) while passing from compressive load of P =100 kN to
P = 600 kN.
Local warping of the wing in compression is observed.
Traction at the base of column is located at the same side as the wing in
compression at the top of column. This is an indication that a moment is developed
in the connection and the column works in double curve.
112
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Fig. 12. Curves of the rising of the 30 mm thickness base plate under various axial loadings.

Fig. 13. Curves of the rising of the 19 mm thickness base plate under various axial loadings. Base
plate connections with a hollow cross section.

For the connections with a hollow cross section, the rising of base plate is
even less pronounced (Fig. 13).
Increasing the base plate thickness, the respective stiffness ensures limited
deformation which manifests itself only slightly (Figs. 14–16).
Conclusions. To study the rising of the base plate, an approach treating
problems of contact friction between the base plate and the foundation has been
developed. The numerical solution is obtaiined by the modified Lagrangian method.
For the account of the concrete foundation behavior, the developed model is based
on the compressive elasto-plastic model.
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Fig. 14. Curves of the normal and tangential displacement of the 11 mm thickness base plate.

Fig. 15. Curves of the normal and tangential displacement of the 19 mm thickness base plate.

Fig. 16. Curves of the normal and tangential displacement of the 30 mm thickness base plate.
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Ðåçþìå
Çàïðîïîíîâàíî ñê³í÷åííîåëåìåíòíó ìåòîäèêó ðîçðàõóíêó äåôîðìóâàííÿ ³
â³äíîñíîãî ïðîêîâçóâàííÿ êð³ïëåíü ñòàëüíî¿ êîëîíè äî çàë³çîáåòîííî¿ îñíîâè. Ðîçãëÿíóòî äâà âèïàäêè êð³ïëåííÿ: ïëàñòèíà ïðèâàðþºòüñÿ äî òîðöÿ
êîëîíè ³ êð³ïèòüñÿ äâîìà àáî ÷îòèðìà àíêåðíèìè áîëòàìè äî çàë³çîáåòîííî¿
îñíîâè. Ó ñê³í÷åííîåëåìåíòí³é ìîäåë³ ç âèêîðèñòàííÿì ìîäèô³êîâàíîãî ìåòîäó Ëàãðàíæà âðàõîâóºòüñÿ ðîçòð³ñêóâàííÿ áåòîííî¿ îñíîâè é åôåêòè òåðòÿ.
Äåôîðìóâàííÿ áåòîííî¿ îñíîâè îïèñóºòüñÿ çà äîïîìîãîþ ïðóæíî-ïëàñòè÷íî¿
ìîäåë³ ñòèñêó ìàòåð³àëó. Çà ðåçóëüòàòàìè ðîçðàõóíê³â ïîáóäîâàíî ä³àãðàìè
ïåðåì³ùåíü åëåìåíò³â êð³ïëåííÿ.
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